Babson Considers New School Uniform

Vanessa Williams
Co-Editor-in-Chief

While polo shirts with popped collars have been a stable trend in Babson fashion, the administration is debating adding a mandatory uniform policy. Happy hats. Under the proposal, Happy hats will be worn by all undergraduate students in all courses beginning in the fall of 2006. The goal is to improve student morale on campus, which decreased to a new low of 6% last year, said an administration. "Everyday wears funny hats on graduation day, why not do something similar year-round?"

In the proposal, Happy hats will be required for class participation points daily. Points can still be earned in other ways, including repeatedly making random comments and sitting in the front row.

Some students have expressed distress over the proposed hat policy. "There is no way I'm wearing that mustygray," said distraught sophomore and Tri Delta pledge Amber Atkinson. "I'll have to dye my hair again just to match it!" added an unidentified voice. Talking to other students, opinions were clearly mixed. "I can't wait to wear my happy hat around this hallowed halls," replied unmoving junior Vicky Ko.

The final decision has yet to be made. Make your happy hat today! See page 2 for directions.
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New Changes Coming To Facebook Soon

Will Pearce
Co-Editor-in-Chief

The popular website Facebook.com has announced it will release several new features on its site. As many of you have noticed, Facebook constantly adds new content and features; their recent updates include the mix of high school and college Facebooks allowing for a larger social network. Now, younger Facebook friends that you graduated with, and hardly speak to anymore, can look you up and see what's happening on the college scene.

Following with that trend, the Facebook team announced the creation of the elementary school Facebook. And, of course, this will be merged with the college Facebook. Many business analysts have identified this move as a natural progression. After all, what type of savage world would we live in if nine year olds couldn't have a webpage?

Also, they are going to be adding to the poking system. Say you will not only be able to poke people but also pinc slap someone. The management team at the Facebook felt that they needed a negative counter part to their current poking option. By the way, what does pinc slap someone even mean? All I know is that I was once poked by a guy and all I could think was: "Geeze that isn't cool!"

Several Babson students are impatiently awaiting the arrival of the pinc slap option. Sean Marshall, a freshman (a sophmore that didn't quite pass all his classes), was quoted as saying: "Hell yeah, I would want to pinc slap someone on Facebook. What if some weak trick doesn't get you your money in so time? Now you can show her what's up. Plus, I heard they are going have a feature that lets you add baby pictures to the slap...that's sick!"

The team has also announced the creation of a campus wide hot or not rating system. Yes, you can now rank your classmates purely on their looks. After all, if you think that some girl in your Maconomics class is hot, what better way to show your affection toward her than through a high numeric value! This feature will add hours of fun; build people up or tear others down.

Finally, the front page of the website will soon feature a Facebooker of the week. The Facebooker of the week will be the person who pokes the most people for that week. With rampant poking expected in the near future, many people are updating their current anti-virus software with the fear of a surge in the spread of computer BYD.

Many of those changes are welcomed and expected to grace this next week.

DISCLAIMER
THIS IS A PARODY ISSUE

IT CONTAINS INDECENT, INSULTING, AND VULGAR REFERENCES TO MANY MEMBERS OF THE BABSON COMMUNITY AND BEYOND. IT IS NOT TO BE READ BY CHILDREN, THE EASILY OFFENDED, OR THE FAINT OF HEART. ALL CONTENT IS STRICTLY WRITTEN AND DESIGNED FOR PARODY AND COMEDIC PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT, IN ANY FASHION, BE TAKEN AS FACTUAL, ACCURATE, UNBIASED, OR PROFESSIONAL. IF YOU ARE OFFENDED BY ANY OF THE ABOVE OR CANNOT TAKE A JOKE, PLEASE READ NO FURTHER. HAPPY APRIL FOOL'S DAY!
Happy Hats
Make yours today, do not hesitate!

1. Fold the paper from top to bottom
2. Fold the paper from side to side
3. Crease the folded end
4. Crease the diagonal end
5. Fold the edges inwards to the middle crease
6. Fold one bottom flap upward
7. Crease the folded end
8. Flip the paper over
9. Fold the other bottom flap
10. Tuck the edges of the flaps, or tape them
11. Decorate your hat
Kappa Kappa Gammas Punish Sister for Wearing Last Season Gucci

Lindsey Alix
Not a Real Editor

Last week, Babson sophomore and Kappa Kappa Gamma sister Ivana Moore was publicly humiliated in Trim as punishment for being caught wearing a last season’s Gucci shirt. “It was awful, how could someone make such a mistake?” As if it, commented one of the Kappa sisters. “Like everyone knows only to wear like the latest likes styles,” responded another sister.

In the harsh scene, three Kappa Kappa Gamma sisters followed Moore into Trim and proceeded to follow her down the stairs. As if in slow motion, the sisters waited for Moore to go down and from behind halfway down the stairs they bumbled Moore. “Moore proceeded to stumble on her three inch stil- lettos running out of the rest of the way down the stairs.” As she reached the bottom, the sisters burst into laughter and applause, while Moore proceeded to cry. “It was the worst day of my life,” wept Ivana Moore. “I’ll never go to Trim again.”

Two of the sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma defend their actions as justified in maintaining their chapter’s fund security. “We are a select group, we have stan- dards,” stated Victoria White, a sophomore. “We can’t allow our members to lapse.”

Other Kappa sisters are demanding Moore be thrown out of the sorority. “We can’t let this infraction of our code be violated. When we are sworn in we swear off making mistakes like wear- ing something like a Gucci shirt or eating more than a rice cake,” another sister commented. Ivana Moore is not worried about being expelled because of Kappa Kappa Gamma, she is volunteering to leave the chapter for herself.

The Office of Campus Life has made an official irre- lent statement about the inci- dent by stating that Babson Col- lege encourages and fosters a diverse community in all ways such as ethnicity, race, gender, and even economic ways. OCL also states that while this incident is not in good taste, Kappa Kappa Gamma has an important and beneficial place in the Babson community adding even more value.

Babson Beaver Killed By Speeding BMW

Lindsey Alix
Editor Emeritus Shermers

In a freak accident last Tuesday, a BMW M5 acciden- tally hit the Babson Beaver as it stood in front of the li- brary. Babson responded immedi- ately, but nothing could be done as the Beaver was killed in- stantly. An unidentified inter- national student was taken into custody by Babson. Released shortly thereafter the unidentified student was given a ticket for $500.

“The Beaver didn’t use the crosswalk, he jumped out of no- where. How was I supposed to see him? Come on, man I was late for class and needed to get a good parking space in front of the library so yeah I was rushing, $500 fine, whatever, I don’t want to pay it,” remarked the Biso.

BABO Chief Jack Johnson responded, “This is a tragedy for the campus, the Beaver was such as symbol for this school. Entire campus is affected. President Barefoot has created a committee to create a committee to investigate whether a committee should be created to investigate whether a traffic light should be in- stalled in front of the library. Babson Beaver, you light was of utmost importance, and will be addressed as soon as the committee formulates a response.”

In the loss of the Bea- ver as the mascot, President Barefoot has created a com- mittee to select a new mascot. The committee has been in- formed to select a mascot in line with the current one, by select- ing an or visual and semantically correct as possible.

So far the President’s committee has formulated a few new ideas for possibilities such as Babson Bunnies, Babson Busters, and Babson Canines. Meanwhile a student group has suggested the Babson Bulls, which was whoo- mously struck down as being too respectable and practical. In dealing with this trag- edy, the Office of Campus Life has stated it will hold a candle- light vigil in the Chapin Room for all who wish to attend. To- morrow OCL will have the closing time around students who need to talk about the tragedy.

The Duke of Wall Street

Alex Tureczek
Staff Writer

What’s News?

Bernanke Banks on Bradley

Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke raised interest rates for the 8th time last week after los- ing a bet with Allen Greenspan over their March Madness tourn- ament brackets. Apparently Bernanke carefully analyzed the pick of Rollins Roberts, Bernanke, Greenspan’s in- tuitive choice of Bradley Univer- sity. Bernanke did not take the loss with pride and lashed out on his anger on the American pub- lic—raising the federal fund rates to, yet again, 4.75%.

BIMA update: Unsociably Re- sponsible Investing

This week the Babson Investment Management Associa- tion went on a roll with featured, unnumbered stock picker and economist Kaz Crut. Crut, a ’73 Bentley grad, somehow man- aged to become the chief invest- ment officer of a responsible finan- cial management firm. Crut, who manages the Fun & Cool Nar- ratives Fund, is that fund’s fund a- bole: (FUNA) spoke with mem- bers of BIMA about his unique and sociably responsible investment philosophy. “Screw saving the envi- ronment” Crut began the meet- ing with, “it’s all about putting that dough in your pocket.” Crut elaborated. “Forget oil and the ner- dominated technology. These days, ya gotta love the porn in- dustry.”

Crut’s bullish sentiment for pornography was reiterated with his economic outlook for the industry in general.

Just look at all the eco- nomic indicators. You all at Babson probably support the porn industry by yourselves. How else do the guys on campus survive around here? I know Crut.

When asked about his funds performance over the past ten years Crut replied,

“we’ve had our ups and down, but then we would go back up and then down again and now we’re doing pretty well then up again. Each fluctuation gives us moaning and sadness, but overall related of course. I can’t get enough money management.”

“Are you thinking about taking a course at Olin College?”

Good news! Cross-registration at Olin has just become easier!

Note from Academics Service:

http://www3.babson.edu/offices/ registrar/grad/ OlinCollegeCrossRegistration.cfm

You may register for Olin courses by filling out the Cross-Rегистra- tion form and drop in the Office of Academics Service web page:

http://fusion.babson.edu/html/ Olin/CourseRegistration.cfm

You will be registered during the intern- ship registration period at Olin College, which is the week of April 24th.

Please keep in mind that Olin’s final course schedule is not yet deter- mined, however, the course days and times will be posted and we will update any changes registered to the Registrar according- ly.

Are you taking a course at Olin College?

Good news! Cross-registration at Olin has just become easier!

Note from Academics Service:

YOU’RE INVITED TO AN INFORMATION SESSION TO LEARN ABOUT OLIN COURSE OFFERINGS.

Two faculty from Olin will be there to answer your questions. Please attend this session if you are interested in cross-regis- tering for your classes.

Monday, April 3, 2006
4:30 p.m.
Holister 206

A list of those courses and their equivalent Babson course credits are listed on the Registrar’s website:

http://www3.babson.edu/offices/ registrar/grad/ OlinCollegeCrossRegistration.cfm

Strategy 1: Cite a weakness that, under the right circumstances, can prove to be an asset. The “strength as weakness” strategy is a common approach for responding to this interview ques- tion. Babson, using this strategy, the key to identifying a trait that has both positive and negative qualities and to explain how, in different contexts, the trait is both a strength and a weakness.

Strategy 2: Cite a corrected weakness.

Babson’s employers do not expect you to be perfect. The key here is to provide examples of how you are working to improve upon your weakness.

Strategy 3: Cite a lesson learned.

Babson’s employers expect you to make mistakes. The key is to demonstrate that you have learned from your mistakes. Having the courage to "fess up" to a mistake and effectively articulating the lesson learned in an employer that you are honest, reflective, and teachable.

Strategy 4: Cite a learning objective.

In reviewing the job description, you may conclude that you do not possess all of the qualifications of the ideal candidate. One approach to answering the weakness question is to "put all your eggs on the table"—acknowledge that you do not have the particular skill or qualification and then articulate a plan for getting to speed.

Strategy 5: Cite an unrelated skill deficit.

Each job requires a particular skill set. Another approach to answering this interview question is to identify a weakness that is unrelated to the position for which you are applying. For example, the fact that you do not possess strong public speaking skills may not be a detriment in your role as an accountant.

Strategy 6: Deflect.

You could respond to the question by stating “I'm not aware of anything that would interfere with my ability to do the job.” It’s possible that an interviewer might see this response as the easy way out. If they persist on a more specific answer, you could respond by stating “I work best in a team setting” or “I work best in a clear and precise manner.” In any case, this is a true statement that Babson is a clear answer to the question.

Strategy 7: Address the unspoken question.

Another approach is to be more direct and simply ask the interviewer if he/she has a specific concern about your credentials or ability to do the job and then address the particular issue identified by the interviewer.

Bottom line: The weak point is one that is important to your type of work in which you perform best.

President Barefoot Loses Shoe

Lindsey Alux
Future World Leader

Babson College was officially closed yesterday as President Barefoot cancelled activities and classes in order for a campus-wide search for his shoe. The event occurred at 1:40pm outside Horn Library as President Barefoot crossed in front of the flag fountain. "I took a step and then it was gone," said Barefoot. "I didn't know what had hit me but I looked down and it was gone."

Babo quickly arrived on the scene to assess the situation. Chief Johnson called for the campus-wide search. "I fail it necessary to stop further activity on campus, we must lockdown. Babo will not stop until the shoe is returned," in measures to return President Barefoot's missing shoe, Babo has created blockade at all the entrances and will be searching cars and dorm rooms.

"I feel saddened that President Barefoot has no shoe. This type of situation shouldn't happen at Babson College," commented a tenured professor.

President Barefoot has stated that it is not the first time that he has been without one or both shoes. "It is an awkward situation, but one that I am not all that accustomed to. I have faith that the situation will be resolved though."

Babo has confirmed the rumor that classes will be suspended until the shoe is returned, the situation resolved, and President Barefoot is no longer barefoot.

---

Opportunities Available in Unemployment!!!

Minimum Babson GPA for Application: 0.1

Call for your pre-completion application

Bentley College
Aspiring to be Babson College Since 1919

---

On Campus

SGA V.P. of Finance Found Guilty of Stealing Funds

Lindsey Alux
Editor of Ni

In a shocking turn of events, the SGA V.P. of Finance has been arrested for embezzlement of funds from Babson's student activity fund. Babo arrested the student yesterday after an investigation revealed that funds were illegally being wired into a Swiss bank account in the student's name.

Also incriminated in the crime was OCL official for aiding in the transfer of funds. It is suspected that the duo has stolen almost $500,000 from Babson College.

The OCL has released an official statement that the administration has been let go and will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law along with the student. "This is a horrible situation that we are glad was caught and corrected as quickly as possible," commented President Barefoot. "We will not stand for such incompetent behavior."

The investigation into the embezzlement was launched after students complained that SGA never gave out funding.

Student organizations met with the OCL to express their dissatisfaction that SGA was too stringent and always made them cut their budgets. "I could not get away from it, they don't give you anything. Now I know why!" stated Mike Mecabas, member of Babson Association of Business Owners.

The plot was discovered that the enterprising Babson student collaborated with the OCL staffer to change student groups in order to build a fund in the Swiss banks. The person admitted that the plan was too keeping going over a series of years until everyone involved was set for a nice life.

After the incident, OCL says it is reviewing the procedures to cut control from one or two people. "The full investigation will go back to a committee review system, which we believe will be much more efficient anyway since committees at Babson are the best way to reach solutions," stated OCL.

"I am glad they are revising, it's about time. The past way of interrogating grupos was harassing and demeaning. I mean we just want to conduct innocent activities. We weren't the ones stealing," stated a Babson student.

Babson College Public Safety Incident Log

3/24/06-3/25/06

Lockouts 69
Motor vehicle assistance 1

Friday 3/24/05

Saturday 3/25/05
7:08 p.m. Report of student "acting crazy" outside of Forest. Officer discovered student playing rock back and forth shouting "As a set equals liabilities plus equity." Student became fractious and officers took him down. It was later discovered that the student went mad when balance sheet did not balance. 10:23 p.m. Motor vehicle stop outside of Bryant. Student found to be driving suspiciously slow. Students asked to speed up and drive more recklessly. Students all asked to return to their dorm and proceed to finish their remaining IME homework. Report filed.

Sunday 3/26/05
1:30 p.m. Non international students reported sitting outside of Reynolds. Students asked to leave. Report filed.

5:24 p.m. Report of a BMW SUV, going over 75 mph, that struck a group of juniors in the crosswalk near tractor. Student fled in her white SUV up Map hill drive and Report filed.

5:17 p.m. Report of test books stolen from a number of backpacks at Trim. The thieves were not found. Report filed.


Peace Restored

Sunday 3/26/05
11:45 a.m. Report of a student in Trim dining hall. Officers

Said Main Findings: Lost Jacket

Louis B
Who is this guy?

The mood was serene and calm Tuesday night as an intense four month search came to a dramatic conclusion. The seemingly tragic story of Kostas Polimais '99, who was found dead in his leather jacket was finally found.

Students were first informed of Polimais's plight via an urgent email that by minor miracle caught the attention of a bored student body during exam week. Leads came in from all imaginable sources and the Babson College community made a hard time following all of them. We have only four officers per shift," explained the police chief. "And of two of them are assigned to monitor the basketball goals in Trim at all times, so that we have no time for investigating."

But Polimais was not going to allow Babo to look undetected. Like a choose-your-own adventure novel, Polimais had picked up several emails saying he was "Looking under Roger Babson's grave," or "I think I saw my professor wearing it." "It was horrible," said Polimais in an interview last week, "I was looking for my friends and somehow I found it while chopping down some bushes until I found out he didn't even go to school here."

After winter break, hope faded for Polimais who admitted to feeling a bit down over the holidays, but returned in January with renewed vigor.

"He's an inspiration to our whole dorm," said fellow freshman and forest resident Adronnaz Zigler. "You know..." never give up and stuff."

The Babson Police Department certainly felt that finding the jacket, "Was not a top priority," in 2006, but this did not prevent Polimais from searching for his lost gentleman. While most students were preparing for midtermis, Polimais was spending increasing hours mining timber and collecting gold from the Wellesley forest.

Despite earning valuable experience points, Polimais had nowhere else to turn but to the faded Facebook group B.A.L.L.S. Babson Apparel Lost Lascally or Stolen. If anyone could help Polimais, it was there. "I have to admit, it was intimidating," said Polimais. "These guys really know their stuff. They know of some kind of secret society. But when I found a fourth month old listing, it was worth a shot."

The arrival of Polimais caused commotion amongst the group, where an unidentified group member let him in on the secret. His jacket could be found in the back row of the Pasture.

"I thought it was another fake," said Park Manor West, but when I was able to go to real building I couldn't believe it. My faith in Babson was restored," said Polimais.

Now if only he could get inside. Check your email.
Horoscope – Inspired by Fortune Cookies

Eoin Daly
Contributing Writer

Aries: I have good news and bad news. The good news is that you failed the exam you took yesterday. The bad news is that I just ran over that damned Geico lizard.

Taurus: When you head off to Mexico for a bull fight, if you are not hormoned by the bull then watch out for Montezuma's revenge!

Gemini: Everyone always says you have two personalities. They're right. And they don't want to be friends with either of them.

Cancer: Next

Leo: The only question is whether you will be hit by four wheels or two.

Virgo: If this whole bird flu epidemic thing materializes, I hope the virus is safe. Too bad you all suck in bed!

Libra: What's more important – your goal, or others' opinion of your goal? Though you'd like to say the former, you are a superficial person and everyone knows that it's the latter.

Scorpio: Chuck Norris is Scorpio, enough said.

Sagittarius: When two men in a business always agree, one of them is unnecessary. That's something to think about next time you agree with your fellow FME business mate.

Capricorn: Rhymes with porn, you rock dude!

Aquarius: Your partner is cheating on you with your best friend.

Pisces: Giving will make you smile, taking also makes you smile – forget what everyone has told you. The catch is that giving too much will make you homeless until you have no choice but to take.

Top Ten Rejected FME Business

1. "Insider Tips" Securities and investments advice
2. The Babson Rickshaw Service – Servicing the Coleman Hill only
3. Condoms with Babson logos on the side
4. "Beaver Boy" Magazine – Guess what it will feature?
5. "Bentley Sucks" gear
6. "Byrant Sucks" gear
7. Beaver Gossip - You tell us the name, we tell you who they have hung up with... Or where to get tested for VI.
8. TRST – The Babo spot team, "Helping to warn parties since Fall semester"
9. The Roger Babson Head Shop – They will sell pipes, hookahs, tobacco, and munchies for the very hungry customer.
10. "Beaver Secrets" – They feature Beaver things and other undergarments. Oh wait, they did that three years ago.

News Briefs on Campus Events

Herbie Weisburgh
The Hebrew Hamber

Public Safety Officers admitted to the countless inaccuracies in their written reports, saying "just kidding." Students stage a Babson pride rally in honor of the great life here on the Babson campus.

The Campus Activites Board announces its next Knight Party. Says one student, "There are parties at Babson?"

Babson College allows other food services on campus. Sodexo no longer has a monopoly. Coincidentally, Sodexo finally decides to go forward with their plans to reform Trim.

After a fallout with PepsiCo, Babson decides to allow other beverage companies to sell on campus. Student body outraged and stage protest.

While on campus, the Director of the Department of Health & Wellness was asked what the most disgraceful thing he saw among the thousands of violations at Babson was. He replied that the most despicable, tasteless, grotesque thing he has witnessed in his long career had to be found here at Babson College, the flag display outside the library.

The new Babson Chess Club found to be the front for an underground prostitution ring. One of the pawns of the operation was quoted as saying, "What? Me love you long time."

The 2006 Allison Carroll Award for bringing multicultural awareness to campus was given to two creative students who started a red light district in their room. Complete with red lights and Babson girls, the red-lighted section of Van Winkle has quickly gained popularity. "Making Babies" course brought back to Babson registration lists by popular demand. Students did not actually want to take it; they just wanted a chuckle whenever they looked through the list of courses.

There is a great panel discussion coming to campus on "Using Your Babson Degree in Nontraditional Markets". In the panel, the speakers will discuss how skills you learned at Babson can be used in your career as a drug dealer, pimp or madam, dirty cop, house wife/husband, bull rider, dominatrix, Greco-Roman wrestler, beggar, or televangelist, to name a few.

Will Pearce
Editor-In-Chief

Babson College for the last two years has played host to a certain group of girls. And these girls are a little bit more than twenty-something royalty on campus. They are three girls that practically run this school. These young ladies are almost exact copies of the Mean Girls featured in the Lindsay Lohan movie. Now, you may not have noticed these girls on campus, but after reading this article you will.

The next time you are in Trim you will see these mean girls walking down the stairs side by side and with the ride kind of earn you can hear Missy Elliot singing in the background, "Who's Di-Whoosoo, Pass that Dutch, Pass that Dutch". Yes, these girls are tough. I cannot mention them by name, however I can give some basic descriptions. The group has two blondes and a brunette. And yes, the brunette's hair is quite perfect and definitely full of secrets. The Mean Girls talk in code constantly. They have nicknames for everyone... probably even for yourself. Hell, I know that they call me "baby fes".

Now, I know this issue of the Free Press is the April Fools edition, but this is no joke. So just keep your eyes open for the Mean Girls of Babson.

The Mean Girls of Babson College

The Mean Girls of Babson College
Babson Freshman

Goest Crazy

Herbie Weisburgh
Hebrew Hamber

An anonymous Babson freshman was checked into a mental institution after being brought to the police station by trying to read all of his e-mails. He finally went crazy af- ter learning that he was not a faculty member in the Office of Campus Life, who asked him whether he had signed up for student housing, offering a show and yet another e-mail reminder.

The student, not know- ing any of his lowerclassmen friends to advise him, wanted to embrace the Babson motto by taking advan- tage of every opportunity he could, starting with reading all of the e-mails he received and sent through e-mail. After class and lunch, he would go back to his dorm and spend many more hours on reading thousands of articles, until the unsuspect- ing student finally was driven mad.

Being the sensitive guy he is, the President of Babson College sent out a series of e-mails encouraging everyone to share their views. Recognizing that the incident could create a snowball effect, all students are now required to write an additional post on the stress level at Babson. He then admitted that he had never read a single word, but the act of writing them alone should have alleviated the problem, which the school refused to recognize. The students were thrilled that the President showed such con- cerns for their well being.

Another student has apparently read a listerwise of the entire Babson undergrad- uate body. The school has decided to send the list to the state of the freshman, claiming that the five e-mails arising have com- prised the majority of the list. Some student organizations have complained, saying that they are limited to two e-mails per event, and often do not receive all. Can you believe them? In response, OCL is now only allowing one event per page, except for CAB events and any others they feel like allowing.

The school, showing their concern, had a celebration welcoming the Freshman back to campus. The festivities will take place at the Plaza, where the student can sit in the corner and watch upper- classmen drink thanks to the drink tickets the school is giving out in his honor. His father showed up yesterday at the college funded million-dollar-resi- dence of a certain school em- ployee for a tour, who left confident that he sin- cerely empathized with the student's struggles when he had gotten an indoor pool installed yet.

In an effort to improve their living situation, the Depart- ment of Public Health is requiring the school to pay for the students to stay at nearby youth hostels. There, stu- dents will have to share rooms with nine others, including random people from off the street, share bathroom facilities that are rarely cleaned, and eat "continental" breakfasts con- sisting of cereal, stale pastry, and sour milk. Said one stud- ent, "I totally did not know dorms could be this sweet. The buildings are con- demned is like the best thing that has ever happened to me!"

Over the course of their inspections of the buildings, the Department of Public Health explained that at this point, he just had to find humor in the whole situation, which he just could not get through the day. "I need to laugh, man. You know. If I didn't, I'd... crazy... I mean, you should have seen this mold, man. Y-you just had to be there" as he became faint and eventually passed out. His foreman simply exclaimed "Another one down. Damn." They had to bring him outside and wave fresh smelling, non- ripped and dirty curtains in front of his face to get him back to normal. After he woke, he proclaimed "Man, no wonder you guys drink so much!"

Some of the workers in the DPH are suing for inhu- mane working conditions. They are claiming that the work is not for robots, that their entrance and to make them

Recent Inspections Results in Dorms Condemned

Herbie Weisburgh
Hebrew Hamber

After an extensive in- spection of the dorms on cam- pus, the Department of Pub- lic Health decided to condemn all Babson College dormi- ness. Finding hundreds of vi- olation, they decided it would be easy to simply condemn the buildings than to fix them.

Babson administration has been quoted as saying that they will not go to court over this decision. They maintain that there has been no wrongdoing on the part of Babson College, but they have left it open that it is a landlord. Unfortunately, the DPH and Babson continue to work on the original building code disagree.

The Guinness Book of World Records is inquiring as to whether Babson should be put in the upcoming edition for the most violations of a residential complex. As such, Babson College would have the distinction of having the worst living conditions than any others.

Some college employees are expected to be arranged on charges of neglecting the dorms in the Office of Campus Life, facilities, and administration. A department official said up yesterday at the college funded million-dollar-resi- dence of a certain school em- ployee for a tour, who left confident that he sin- cerely empathized with the student's struggles when he had gotten an indoor pool installed yet.

In an effort to improve their living situation, the Depart- ment of Public Health is requiring the school to pay for the students to stay at nearby youth hostels. There, stu- dents will have to share rooms with nine others, including random people from off the street, share bathroom facilities that are rarely cleaned, and eat "continental" breakfasts con- sisting of cereal, stale pastry, and sour milk. Said one stud- ent, "I totally did not know dorms could be this sweet. The buildings are con- demned is like the best thing that has ever happened to me!"

Over the course of their inspections of the buildings, the Department of Public Health explained that at this point, he just had to find humor in the whole situation, which he just could not get through the day. "I need to laugh, man. You know. If I didn't, I'd... crazy... I mean, you should have seen this mold, man. Y-you just had to be there" as he became faint and eventually passed out. His foreman simply exclaimed "Another one down. Damn." They had to bring him outside and wave fresh smelling, non- ripped and dirty curtains in front of his face to get him back to normal. After he woke, he proclaimed "Man, no wonder you guys drink so much!"

Some of the workers in the DPH are suing for inhu- mane working conditions. They are claiming that the work is not for robots, that their entrance and to make them
MEDICAL RESEARCH

Paper Airplanes Hurt Feelings

Dave Barner
Mr. Marathon

Everyone loves a paper airplane. Little kids, Abe Vigoda and old people, to name a few. Well, this week Babson narrowed down the extensive list of paper airplane lovers by apparently eliminating the most vulnerable of them all: gangly business students.

Prospective students visiting campus first noticed this extraordinary phenomenon in action. "You man, I was trying to find that wicked big globe," remarked Peter Kelly, prospective student. "I was suddenly felt this squishy thing under my foot.

I knew I was looking for some kind of Globe, but I never found this ball would be so tiny. My Mom told me it was huge. Unfortunately, the Free Press had to inform Peter that he stepped on an eyeball—a Babson eyeball.

The reason for this surplus of rolling eyeballs is simple: Tall, lanky business students don't respond well to wind. Wind, in turn, carries paper airplanes with pointy ends that feast on Babson students' eyes. Simply put, they can't walk from building to building without being blown 50 feet into the front of an 8x11, 3rd grade bomber.

For those visual learners out there, picture Beaker from the Muppets as our target student being blown away. That guy wouldn't last a day with wind.

Although loveable to little kids, Abe Vigoda and old people, he needs tent pegs just to keep his lanky legs on the ground. Sorry, tall, skinny people. It looks like you may need a couple of pegs, too.

Doctors at MIT attribute this trend to lanky students' (species: heteroDiaceus) unusual ability to lack a dimension.

Fear not, though, because Babson itself has found a solution to this problem. No, we can't find a solution to flatten up skinny people (Screw you, fat metabolisms). Luckily for us, Health Services is now providing a protectant from the very same genieuses who brought you the Jimmy wrap.

Ladies and gentlemen, without further adieu, please welcome to the stage the Jimmy Goggles. Contrary to rumors floating around, one does not wear the Jimmy Goggles for support unless it's mental.

The Jimmy goggles should be worn around the eyeballs, to protect from incoming paper airplanes. Thankfully, its straps provide extensive fit and comfort to lanky students of all lanky sizes. They're also wicked heavy.

This provides enough mass appropriate to weigh the individual down, without the annoyance and cleanup of pegging them to the ground with camping pegs.

In its initial trial runs students had already put the Jimmy Goggles to good use. Four holes were noted, including three of the eye. Good lookin' on the nad, Pete.

So, lanky Beavers, whether its within or outside Babson's walls just know that you're on the stage that's called Health Services. And to Abe Vigoda: Feel free to keep making airplanes with little kids and old people. We all knew that you'd find other ways to hurt society anyway...like riding a three-person bike with William Shatner and John Teah in national television. I mean, come on, you know John Teah isn't responsible enough to ride the back of a multiple person bike. Congratulations. Shatner, you've got coddies.
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Paper planes prove to be fatal for loss of sight, and are also under research for being the major cause of blindness.
Competitive Collar Popping: Much Cooler than Your Sport

Arthur Frumple
Sports Enthusiast

In an effort to boost its athletic program and collect some Robeson College has announced plans to create a Collar Popping team in the Fall 2006 semester. The team, to be one of the nation's elite few, is to be managed by Yale graduate Reginald Phillips III. Phillips, considered among the world's best in the sport is excited about the opportunity. "Frankly, I was holding out for somewhere a little more Ivy League, but Wellesley is close enough."

Long a strictly amateur sport, Competitive Collar Popping is played in teams of six. Scoring is based on technique, speed, and facial expression. Extra points are awarded for styled hair and half-backed in shirts. "It's really the perfect sport" says Phillips, "no matter what team wins everyone walks away feeling like their better than everyone." Games are played in three rounds, designed to last the length of two holes of golf each. In the event of a tie all participants drive separate BMWs to the nearest five-star restaurant and congratulate each other on a job well done.

Tryouts for the team will be held next September and are open to all students who do not receive any form of financial aid and own at least two pairs of shoes that cost over five hundred dollars. "Also,眼神接触 will be heavily favored." During competition athletes are required to wear designer button-down shirts, preferably pink, and oversized sunglasses.

As a new sport, collar popping methods vary greatly. Among the more common techniques are the classic two-thumbed pop and the more difficult back-handed double sneer pop. Phillips adds, "It's an innovative time in the sport. Hell, I now someone pop their collar with a tie on the other day."

As a Senior on the Yale Collar Popping team Phillips introduced a pop that is still talked about to this day. "Generally what I did was hide a one hundred dollar bill under each side of my collar. When I flipped it up not only did my collar go up but money appeared to fly out of my neck. In the sport of Collar Popping that's the slam dunk."

Babson students have already responded to the sport's popularity. "When I got this campus I was surprised at how many students are already participating in the sport."

Even if they're just walking to class they've got those collars up. "Phillips will be scouting campus all of next week looking for fresh talent. "I'll be the incredibly handsome and tall man with the shiny watch. Also, I'll have a clipboard." Phillips is confident that Collar Popping will be the most popular sport Robeson has ever seen. "I want to make sure every person in the Robeson community catches Collar Popping fever. Except for the poor ones, I try not to concern myself with their kind."

Collar Popping promises to add to the rich texture of Babson's prestigious Division III athletics.

Are there plans for a Women's team? "No" condemningly explained Phillips, "but that sounds adorable."
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